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Summary:

Ins ection Durin A ril 8-20 1991 (Re ort No. 50-397/91-10)

Areas Ins ected: Routine unannounced inspection of the licensee's radiation
pro ec son program including: Occupational radiation exposure controls,
activities associated with .refueling outage R-6, and follow-up on previous
inspection findings. Inspection procedures 83750, 83524, 83729, and 92702
were used.

Results: The licensee's implementation of their radiation protection program
ss considered adequate; still, inspection results indicate that more attention
to worker contamination control practices and a greater degree of attention to
detail in conduct of radiation protection activities by the Health Physics
Group personnel is necessary for the licensee to meet their performance goals.
The licensee's reorganization of the Radiological Programs and Instrument
Calibration Department within the Supply System Support Services Group appears
to have decreased the technical expertise of management in this area.

Two apparent violations of NRC requirements involving the failure to post high
high radiation areas (see paragraph 4.b.) and issuance of out-of-date
respiratory protection equipment (see paragraph 5.b.) were identified.
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1. Persons Contacted

Licensee

DETAILS

*A. Oxsen, Deputy Managing Dir'ector
~J. Baker, Plant Manager
"LE Harrold Assistant Plant Manager
"R. Graybeat, Health Physics/Chemistry Manager (HP/Chem)
"M. Monopoli, Manager'upport Services
*D. Pisarci k, Assistant HP/Chem Manager
*C. McGilton, Operational Assurance Manager

Others

-"C. Sorensen, NRC, Senior Resident Inspector
"G. Yuhas, NRC Region V, Chief, Reactor Radiological Protection Branch
"J. Irish, Bonneville Power Administration

(") Denote personnel that were in attendance at the exit meeting held on

April 19, 1991. Additional licensee personnel attended the exit meeting
and other licensee personnel were contacted during the inspection.

h

2. ~Follow-u

a. Previous Ins ection Findin s (92702)

(Closed) Notice of Violation 397/90-01-02: "Failure to Obtain Beta
ose a e urveys. >s vlo a ion )nvo ved the licensee's failure

to perform adequate surveys for surface contamination
(i.e.,'eterminationof beta activity) when workinq on highly contaminated

surfaces. The licensee's response to the violation was previously
discussed-in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-397/90-07. The licensee's
corrective actions concerning improved performance based HP

technician (HPT) training and increase overview of HPT work
performance were verified during this inspection and a previous NRC

inspection documented as Inspection Report No. 50-397/91-.07.
Training plans examined are discussed in paragraph 5.b. of this
report. The inspector had no further questions regarding this
matter.

b. NRC Ins ection and Enforcement Information Notices (IEINs)

The inspector verified the licensee's receipt of and examined the
licensee's evaluation of the following IEINs:

IEIN No. 90-44, "Dose-Rate Instruments Underresponding to the True
d,"'hhd ldldhd I I I'd dd hh IIPT

annual refreshed training.



IEIN No. 90-48, "Enforcement Policy for Hot Particle Exposures,"
1 1 1 ddt th dpi 1 1 h

trai ni ng.

IEIN No. 90-50, "Minimization of Methane Gas in Plant Systems and
PPI d 1 t 1 ," th 11 P 1 lip 1 t d thl

IEIN in regards to the shipment of radwaste and to a lesser extent
to plant systems.

3. Occu ational Ex osure (83750)

a ~ ~Chan es

(1) The licensee had created the position of Assistant Plant Health
Physics/Chemistry Manager (Asst. HP/Chem Manager) and promoted
the Plant Health Physics Supervisor to the position. The
licensee is currently searching for a person to fill the vacant
Plant Health Physics Supervisor position, which continues to be
staffed by the Asst. HP/Chem Manger. This change complies with
the requirements of WNP-2 Technical Specification (TS) 6.3.1.

(2) The licensee had reorganized the corporate (offsite)
Radiological Programs and Instrument Calibration Department
(RP&IC) effective April 15, 1991. The previous RP&IC
organization was described in NRC Inspection Report
50-397/90-29. This reorganization resulted in the RP&IC

'Department being eliminated and the functional activities being
split between two new organizations and managers. The previous
manager of the RP&IC was reassigned as manager of the Emergency
Planning Department. Except for the activities involving the
environmental monitoring all other plant affecting
activities/programs (technical support to the plant HP group,
Supply System personal dosimetry, respiratory protection
equipment procurement, testing, and maintenance program,
offsite dose calculation manual (ODCM) maintenance, portable
radiation protection instrument calibration and testing,
protective clothing laundry, internal dosimetry program, and
assessment of plant radiation protection program
implementation) are now managed by personnel with little or no
professional HP or operational radiation protection (RP)
technical expertise. The group overseeing the ODCM, HP

technical assessment, and plant HP technical support; does not
currently have a first line supervisor. The inspector
discussed with the Services Support Manager the current job
descriptions and qualifications of the personnel occupying new
manager positions and the apparent limitations of the new
managers to make technical decisions regarding RP or HP issues
arising at the plant or in corporate RP activities. The
licensee will be relying on the technical competence of the
staff conducting the technical activities noted above. The
licensee is committed to using the guidance in NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.8, Revision 1-1977, "Personnel Selection and Training,"
and industry standard ANSI 18. 1-1971, "Selection and Training .-

of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel." The licensee's decision to





reorganize the Radiological Programs and Instrument Calibration
Department and manage the programs with managers lacking the
appropriate technical expertise in the disciplines being
managed is not prohibited by the standards noted above nor by
Sect>on 13. 1. 1.3, "qualifications," of the WP-2 Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). The licensee stated that
revised position descriptions for the managers and staff of the
new organizations were being prepared.

The NRC has previously brought to the attention of the licensee
apparent performance based deficiencies in the licensee's
internal dosimetry program (see NRC Inspection Report No.
50-397/90-22, paragraph 3.c.).

The inspector noted to the licensee that the current plant
HP/Chemistry and Support Services organizations and functional
position titles do not agree with the organization tables in Section
13 of the UFSAR.

4. External Occu ational Ex osure Control and Personal Dosimetr (83524)

The licensee's program for controlling personnel exposures and access to
high radiation areas were examined to determine compliance with TS 6. 12,
and the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 20.201, 20.202, and 20.203.

The inspector examined radiological surveys, radiation and high radiation
areas controls and posting, including locked high radiation areas. The
use of multiple dosimeters was also observed, including: alarming
dosimeters and self reading pocket dosimeters. Independent radiation
exposure and dose rate surveys were conducted using an NRC digital
qeiger-muller type survey instrument, and a licensee used Eberline RO-2-
son chamber type survey instrument. Findings agreed with documented
licensee surveys. Several HP technicians (HPTs) were observed obtaining
beta dose rates from highly contaminated surfaces using ion chamber type
instruments. Dose rates before and after the installation of temporary
lead shielding were verified by the inspector. An adequate supply of
portable dose rate instruments was evident.

a. Resin S ill and Plant Administrative Ex osure Limit Overex osures

On April 13, 1991, the licensee experienced a spill of spent
condensate cleanup system resin on the 437 foot elevation of the
Radwaste Building. This spill covered most of the open floor space
and areas within the shielded cubicles containing the various spent
resin tanks. The spill occurred during the routine evolution of
removing a condensate polisher system from service. The spill
involved the overflowing of the Condensate Resin .Backwash Tank and
backing up of the 437 foot elevation floor drains. The floor drains
overflowed due to the overfilling of local floor drain sumps. The

spill was reported by the Shift Manager via Problem Evaluation Request
(PER) 291-245. The HP group immediately isolated the area and made

detailed preparations for the cleanup and recovery of the area (Radiation



Work Permit No. 2-91-218). Actions were taken by plant. management
to have a root cause investigation performed to determine the cause
of the spill. The spill did not result in any unplanned exposures
or personnel contaminations. The licensee's root cause analysis of
this event will be reviewed as a follow-up. item (397/91-10-01).

The above noted spill. is similar to but not as radiologically
significant as the May 12 1988 spill of spent resin from the
Reactor Mater Cleanup (RMfU) System. See Licensee Event Report No.
88-14.

On April 17th, during cleanup of the spill in resin collection tank
cubicles, three decontamination workers exceeded their MNP-2

administrative exposure limit of 300 millirem per day that is
prescribed in Plant Procedures Manual (PPM) 11.2.5. 1, "Personnel
Exposure Limits and Guides". Mhile sweeping up resin in the RMCU

Sludge Separator Tank cubicle their alarming dosimeters alerted them
that they had exceeded their preset dose limit (128 mrem).
Following their exit from the cubicles and the shielded passagewayit was determined by the licensee from self reading dosimeter data
that each of their daily cumulative exposures exceeded the
administrative dose limit. No individual s total dose for the
calendar quarter exceeded 600 millirem. General area dose rates
within one cubicle were later measured to range from 600 mrem per
hour (mrem/hr) at the entry'door to 70 rem per hour adjacent to the
tanks. The cognizant HPT documented a radiation survey of the room
showing general area levels ranging from 200 millirem per hour at
the entry door to 8 rem per hour adjacent to the tanks. This
incident was reported by the shift HP supervisor via PER 291-267.
The Plant Hanager suspended all cleanup work within the shielded
cubicles, except for HP surveys and equipment operator entries
(under HP escort). This event will be evaluated by Operational
equality Assurance for root cause determination. Preliminary
information available to the inspector indicated that deficiencies
involving cognizant technician performance and a less than adequate
prewor k briefings were suspected causative factors. As of April
24th, the HP group had reviewed implementing procedures for
agreement with expected HPT performance and performed an evaluation
of outstanding Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) involving possible
exposure to high radiation levels. Selected RMPs were enhanced in
the area of prework briefing instructions, where needed, to prevent
a future occurrence of the incident. The official root cause review
by plant equality Assurance engineers (gA) had not been completed as
of April 24, 1991.

The inspector discussed with HP group managers their views on the
reasons for the incident and agreed that they were accurately
focusing in on the apparent causes, and that current actions could
be expected to prevent a future reoccurrences of the incident. This
problem and the official root cause analysis will be considered a

fol low<p item (397/91-10-02).
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b. Hi h Radiation Area Postin

WNP-2 TS 6. 12.1, states, in part, that "In lieu of the "control
device" or "alarm signal" required by . . . 10 CFR Part 20, each
high radiation area in which the intensity of radiation is greater
than 100 mrems/h [millirems per hour] but 1ess than 1000 mrems/h
shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted, as a high radiation
area..." Furthermore, TS 6.12.2, states, in part, that "In addition
to the requirements of Specification 6. 12. 1, areas accessible to
personnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of the
body could receive in 1 hour a dose greater than 1000 mrems shall be
. . . conspicuously posted..." TS 6. 11., "Radiation Protection
Program," requires that: "Procedures for personnel radiation
protection shall be prepared consistent with the requirements of 10
CFR Part 20 and shall be approved, maintained and adhered to for all
operations involving personnel radiation exposure."

The above requirements are implemented via WNP-2 PPH procedure
ll.2. 7. 1, "Area Posting," paragraphs 7.2 and 7.3, "High and High
Radiation Area," posting requirements respectively, require, in
part, that: "areas with dose rates greater than or equal to 100
mi llirem, but less than 1000 millirem be posted with a radiological
symbolic sign stating "High Radiation Area..." and areas with dose
rates greater than or equal to 1000 millirem be'posted ... at each
access point with a radiological symbolic sign stating "HIGH HIGH
RADIATION AREA.. ~

"

On April 15th, at approximately 3:30 p.m. during a tour of the 501
foot elevation of the reactor building the inspector noted that
several yellow flashing lights were operating in the vicinity'f the
equipment hatch with no radiological warning signs evident to
approaching personnel. At this time the licensee had completed
component shielding within drywell. No HP personnel were in the
immediate area. Previously reviewed post shielding installation
surveys of the dry well showed that general area dose rates were
above 100 mrem/hr inside the drywell, with some 'accessible areas
behind shielding having exposure rates greater than 1000 mrem/hr.
At the time of the inspectors observations only radiological
symbolic barrier rope and flashing lights were installed. A

personal visit by the inspector to the cognizant HPT access station
on the 471 foot elevation of the reactor building resulted in an HPT

going to the 501 foot elevation to check out the inspectors concern.
The arriving HPT, and shortly later his shift supervisor, both
verified that the containment equipment hatch and some areas visible
within the drywell were not posted as required by TS 6. 12. 1 and
6. 12.2. A review of access logs showed that this situation had,
existed for less than one-half hour, which was when the last HPTs

exited the drywell to gather up signs for further postinq of areas.
At approximately 7: 00 a.m., on the same day, the NRC resident
inspector observed a flashing light, barrier rope, and a "high high
radiation area" sign adequately posted at the equipment hatch
entrance to the drywell. The failure to maintain appropriate
posting of both high and high high radiation areas is considered two



examples of an apparent violation of TS 6.12 requirements
(397/91-10-03) .

The licensee's utilization of personal whole body and extremity
dosimeters in non-uniform fields of radiation appear to agree with the
guidance contained in NRC Inspection and Information Notices Nos. 81-26
and 83-59. The inspector did discuss with the HP manager the apparent
mind set of some HPTs that the ability to self read pocket and alarming
dosimeters should be sacrificed in order to prevent cross contamination
and possible loss of dosimeters. HP managers assured the inspectors that
this was not their policy and such misconceptions, if harbored by HPTs,
would be corrected.

The licensee's performance in this area of RP is satisfactory to ensure
the health and safety of the workers and the public.

5. Occu ational Ex osure Durin Extended Outa es (83729)

The licensee's preparations for this refueling outage (R-6) were
previously discussed in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-397/91-07.

The inspector reviewed at least twenty-three RWPs for inclusion of
appropriate radiological controls, examined work practices employed by
workers during various work evolutions associated with refueling
activities, removal of highly contaminated walkway decking supports in
the reactor head cavity, reactor head detensioning, reactor head
removal, reactor steam dryer removal, unbolting of the steam separator
from the. reactor vessel internal support, temporary shielding
installation, scaffolding erection, main turbine work, testing of valves
and penetrations,inside the drywell and in the reactor building.
Selected prework briefings were attended and discussions were held with
workers concerning ALARA concepts.

a. Tr ainin and ual ificati ons

The inspector examined the licensee's training program for contract
HP Technicians and the results of individual testing of selected
contract HPTs. Actual classroom training of contract HPTs on
selected licensee RP procedures was observed.

Selected performance based training program lesson outlines and
student handouts in development were examined for content and
applicability. The detail and comprehensiveness of the topics
examined (Transverse Incore Probe Work, and Providing HP. Coverage
for PASS Samplinq and Analysis) was very good. The lesson outline
for Advanced Radiological Training for Supervisors was also
examined. The following training lesson plans/student handouts were
reviewed:

WNP-2 Radiological Services Health Physics Technician
Continuing Training, HCT 0300

Industry Events for Technical Support Staff and Managers,
82- TEC-0191-H1





b. Internal Ex osure Control

The licensee's issuance and control of respiratory protection
equipment (RPE) were examined for compliance with the licensee's
procedures and 10 CFR Part 20. 103 requirements. The inspector also
verified that the licensee had received a recent recall notice from
a respirator filter cartridge vendor and had purged from their stock
certain filters that were found by another utility to separate
easily from the respirator during normal use.

The inspector examined ready-for-issue respirators, filter
cartridges, and iodine canisters (NSA GNR-I type), air line
respirator setups, RPE storage and periodic inspection requirements,
verification of user qualifications, and user inspection and
qualitative fit test of respirators prior to use.

10 CFR Part 20, Appendix A, Footnote d-2(c) does not provide
allowance (protection factor) for using sorbents against radioactive
gases or vapors. The MSA GNR-I iodine canisters are designed to
provide protection from iodine gases and vapors when used with the
appropriate respirator. The licensee obtained NRC authorization to
use MSA GMR-I canisters via an exemption request and the rationale
for granting the exception was documented in an NRC Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) dated March 21, 1989. This exemption was
contingent on the licensee maintaining a comprehens'ive quality
assurance/control program associated with testing, storage, and use
of the GMR-I canisters.

TS 6. 11. 1, "Radiation Protection Program," requires that "Procedures
for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared consistent with
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and shall be approved, maintained
and adhered to for all operations involving personnel radiation
exposure." 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix A, Footnote "f" states that
canisters and cartridges shall not be used beyond service-life
limitations. PPM 11.2.11.4, "Use of Respiratory Protection
Equipment," paragraph G, requires, in addition to other quality
control requirements required by the SER, the HPT to verify that
each canister issued has the seal intact and the shelf life has not
expired.

On April 17, 1991, the inspector noted that the shelf life denoted
on the labels of the RPE GMR-1 canisters being donned by workers and
HPTs assigned to remove the reactor vessel head had expired. The
labels indicated that the canisters had to be used prior to April
1991. At this time at least two HPTs had been cleared to enter the
refueling floor, which was not an airborne radioactivity area yet.
Approximately 8 to 10 workers were being prepared for entry onto the
refueling floor at the time of the inspector's observations. When

the inspector's observation's were brought to the attention of the
lead HPT there was a period (approximately 5-10 minutes) of
confusion while the lead HPT conferred with his supervisor (by
telephone) as to whether the expiration date on the canisters was

being proper ly interpreted. Several workers had already donned
resp)rators and were heading out onto the refueling floor when the



HP shift supervisor informed the lead HPT that the canisters could
not be used and to collect them from the workers. The HP supervisor
obtained replacement GMR-I canisters that were within the useful
life limitations (use before August 1992). Each person required to
wear a respirator for the head removal evo]ution was verified to
have the correct canister. No airborne activity were encountered
during the head removal. The issuance of GMR-I canisters that were
not within their useful life limitations is considered an apparent
violation of TS 6. 11 (397/91-10-04).

The licensee appeared to be complying with all other conditions of
the NRC GMR-I exemption. All out-of-date. canisters were purged
from the plant RPE issue room by April 17, 1991.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's documentation and tracking of
personnel exposures to airborne radioactivity.

Control of Radioactive Materials and Contamination Surve s and
one orln

The licensee's controls over contamination and radioactive materials
were examined to determine compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20. 202 and
20. 203, and plant procedures; and agreement with industry practices.

The inspector examined the licensee's contamination control program
philosophy - which is based on the expectation that workers will
perform suitable self frisking or automated whole body monitoring
(WBM) near the boundaries of posted contamination controlled areas
within the RCA and detect any radioactive contamination prior to
entering into the general RCA. Additional and permanent automated
WBMs are located at the exit to the RCA in the General Service
Building - GSB. Other locations for access and egress can be
arranged as needed. Each worker is subjected to a final automated
WBM using a high sensitivity WBM as they exit the RCA at the GSB.

The licensee does not have a third line of defense in the form of
walk-through low sensitivity portal monitors at the exits from the
protected area (security-PAPs). This condition has been previously
pointed out by independent assessments of the licensee RP program.

The licensee has previously experience several hundred personnel
contamination incidents (combined clothing and skin incidents)
during each of the past several years. No significant skin
exposures have resulted from these occurrences. The licensee was
noted to have established R-6 outage goals for the maximum number of
personnel contamination incidents (skin-60 and clothinq-80). A 1991
fiscal year goal of 180 incidents had also been established by the
ALARA committee and the Plant Manager. Early results suggest that
clothing contamination incidents may exceed the goal and skin
contamination incidents may come in under the goal. During the
examination of worker contamination control practices inside the RCA

(reactor drywell, reactor building, refueling floor, turbine
building, and radwaste building) the following observations were
made:
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Workers, supervisors/managers, including HP personnel,
routinely misused the satellite automated WBMs at control
points within the RCA (Control Room-CR, Technical Support
Center-TSC, and Radwaste Control Room-RW/CR) and at the GSB

exit from the general RCA. Personnel were observed to lean out
(upper body) of the WBMs to hold discussions with other workers
while monitoring was being performed. Personnel routinely
allowed various parts of their person (head and shoulders/back)
to remain away from detectors during monitoring and routinely
enter the WBMs wearing radios and tool belts. Self frisking of
equipment at several satellite stations was judged to be
marginal at best,

Self frisking by workers is marginal at best and is a weak link
in the licensee's contamination control program.

There is no visual monitoring of worker self frisking or worker=
use of the automated WBMs. As an example the inspector brought
to the attention of the duty HPT, at the 501 foot elevation
turbine access RP control point, that a worker had exited the
main turbine's controlled surface contamination area and had:

performed a less than adeq'uate self frisk at the access control
desk using the frisker installed for HPT use and then walked
right by the two automated MBNs installed for use by the
workers exiting the turbine area. The HPT retrieved the
negligent worker and had him use the installed automated WBH.

HP personnel routinely and indifferently (to the surroundings)
performed clothing/equipment decontamination and hot particle
retrieval operations at the border separating the RCA from the
GSB. These activities were conducted in proximity to personnel
standing around waiting to enter or exit the RCA.

Plant personnel take into the RCA jackets, lunches, and tote
bags/purses. This material is exposed to possible, cross
contamination while traversing the various areas of the RCA.

Lunch pails, tote bags and purses are not internally'surveyed
even though they are opened up (with,the possible exception of
lunch pails) within the RCA.

At least two workers exited the refueling floor of the reactor
building with hot particles/surface contamination on their
clothing and/or person. This contamination was not detected by
initial self frisking but was detected as the workers tried to
exit at the GSB automated WBNs. Both workers came directly
from the refueling floor where they had been dressed in full
protective clothing. The workers told the HP representative
that they had performed self frisking prior to redonning their
personal clothing and traversing to the GSB for final
monitoring. Based on a -gamma radiation isotopic analysis of
the hot particle on the wrist of one worker the licensee
hypothesized that the worker may have brought the hot particle
into the plant from his employer's offsite facilities or got
the particle on his wrist during handling of his fuel
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inspection equipment at WNP-2. The hot particle was pure
cobalt-60 (300,000 dIsintegrations per minute) which is not
normally found in this purity at the licensee s facility. The
licensee also believes the other worker with the particle on
the outside his pants leg may have been cross contaminated
during his mingling with other workers in the congested
dressing and frisking area in the access alcove to the
refueling floor. The licensee conducted a quick skin exposure
calculation for the worker with the particle on his wrist.
While neither occurrence resulted in the exceeding of dose
limits for the skin, the cobalt 60 particle resulted in a
initial skin dose estimate of approximately 2. 1 rem. The
licensee will be performing a detailed skin dose assessment for
cobalt-60 hot particle occurrence. Though the duty HPTs at the
refueling floor were aware that the access area was overcrowded
they did not exert their authority to establish .adequate
control over the area. Following the two contamination
incidents and discussions with the inspector regarding his
concerns that less than adequate separation was being
maintained between potentially contaminated workers exiting the
refueling floor and personnel visiting the access alcove or
awaiting entry onto the refueling floor. The Asst. HP/Chem
Manager established maximum area occupancy restrictions,
authorized the area lead HPT to restrict work operations when
over crowding occurs. In addition a rope barrier was installed
to keep potentially contaminated workers separated from other
personnel until they had frisked themselves.

Morkers in contaminated areas of the Radwaste Building,
refueling floor area, and temporarily established contamination
control areas throughout the plant routinely strip down to
their underwear prior to donning protective clothing.
Following removal of protective clothing and self frisking they
redress in their street clothes (overalls/pants, shirts,
ackets, and baseball caps) and then exit to the nearest WBM

normally at the GSB exit). Personnel exiting the reactor
drywell and contaminated areas of the Turbine Building are
required to perform automated MBM which is located near the
exit prior to redressing into street clothes. The inspector
pointed out to HP managers and supervisors that since the WBMs

are designed to be responsive to beta radiation the putting on
of clothing following work in areas with high levels of
contamination may be masking contamination that was
inadvertently missed during self frisking.

Workers routinely exhibited poor contamination control
practices when working in areas with loose surface
contamination, i.e., handling protective clothing or other
items near facial areas, handling potentially highly
contaminated items at one location and without wiping down
their gloves or changing them they traverse to areas of lower
contamination and handle clean (noncontaminated) items.



No critiquing of workers that exhibited poor contamination
control practices were observed. The inspector brought to the
attention of area HPTs several incidents involving poor
contamination practices.

While the licensee's shortcomings in contamination control has not
resulted in any significant skin exposures, the above noted
weaknesses should be addressed to minimize future skin exposures to
personnel.

The inspector examined selected surveys for radiation dose rates
(including beta), area contamination, and airborne radioactivity
(including tracking of internal intakes).

The inspector informed WNP-2 management at the exit meeting that
without a more proactive involvement in contamination control
practices by plant management and workers they may not achieve their
goal of 180 personnel contamination incidents for fiscal year 1991
and may cause rise to the number individuals receiving documentable
skin exposures. The licensee's performance in this area is appears
adequate to meet regulatory requirements.

d. Audits

The inspector observed gA engineers performing surveillances of
various work operations and radiological work practices. gA
engineers observed major work operations such as the removal of
refueling pit deck grating supports removal (RWP 2-91-0211) and
reactor head/dryer/steam separator removal (RWP 2-91-0108. As a
follow-up to the licensee's actions to resolve the April 17th
administrative limit overexposures (paragraph 3.a. above), on Hay 2,
1991,'he inspector. contacted the licensee's Operations Assurance
engineers involved in the root cause evaluation for a briefing on
the status of their investigation. Licensee progress is cons>dered
satisfactory.

The licensee's performance in this area is considered fully
adequate.

6. ~tit II tt
The inspector and the Chief, Reactor Radiological Protection Branch (G.
Yuhas) met with licensee representatives identified in Section 1 of the
report on April 19, 1991. They discussed the scope and findings of the
inspection. Mr. Yuhas pointed out that, from a radiological point of
view, the outage was not getting off to a good start and that an
injection of management enthusiasm seemed appropriate to bring about
improved performance. The licensee representatives acknowledged the
inspectors'indings and stated that the Plant Manager was scheduled to
provide a motivational presentation to all employees shortly after the
exit meeting.

During continued onsite inspection activities on April 20, 1991, the
inspector noted that WNP-2 management had initiated a temporary action
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(one week) to assure that staff managers performed additional
surveillance/monitoring of in-plant activities during the outage. Based
on evaluation of the effectiveness of this additional oversight the Plant
Manger would determine its continued use.-


